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Supercuts jeremy zucker

Watch the singer's new visuals here. By YeEun Kim Sep 3, 2020 3,564 Hypes UPDATE (September 3, 2020): Jeremy Zucker has released the music video for his recently released supercuts single. Riffing on the title track, a reference to supercuts flagship mall strips, the video is set against a beautiful suburban landscape including a football field, a wide
highway and a classic restaurant. I wanted to play an iconic and memorable image of my upbringing in a very typical American suburb, Zucker said in a statement. The crew and I had a great time capturing these moments using interesting angles, surreal creative directions and just gave me the space to feel comfortable being myself on camera. Check out
Jeremy Zucker's supercuts music video above. ORIGINAL STORY (July 24, 2020): After introducing the love of his debut album not dying following the release of Not Your Friend earlier this year, Jeremy Zucker has now dropped his latest single titled supercuts. In the summer song, the Brooklyn singer-songwriter highlights the feeling of being in a love story
that will eventually fail. I don't want to make your mother cry at dinner and see her at the mall next winter, in Supercuts, she hates my guts, all right, Zucker sings. I actually wrote 'supercuts' about a year ago in Sweden with the Max Martin camp, so it was a song I had been sitting on for a while and waiting for the right time, he commented in a press release.
Further explaining the meaning behind the song, he describes supercuts as a fear of complacenciation and ends where you start, which for [him] is a small town in suburban New Jersey. Apart from the lyrics, the song features upbeat instrumentation and bright hooks, highlighting the sarcastic, self-loathing tone behind [Zucker's] music. You can listen to
supercuts now via streaming platforms like Apple Music and Spotify below. Image Credit Stefan Kohli Listen To - Jeremy Zucker - Supercuts American Platinum-certified Singer-songwriter Jeremy Zucker Releases His New Single Supercuts After 'Love is Not Dying' Got 2 Billion Global Streams Platinum-Certified singer, songwriter and producer Jeremy Zucker
dropped his new single Supercuts today. A follow-up to her debut album, love is not dying, supercuts is a delightful summer anthem co-written and co-produced by Jeremy and Max Martin's MXM camp in Stockholm, Sweden. Strum's guitar is bright back and forth, as Zucker candidly details being in a relationship that you know will inevitably fail. Minimal
instrumentation and bright chords offset the hooks of singing songs, I don't want to make your mother cry at dinner and see her at the mall next winter, at he hates my guts, all right. I actually wrote 'supercuts' about a year ago in with Max Martin's camp, says Jeremy, so it's a song I've been sitting on for a while and waiting for the right time. Now is the time, as
the feel-good song sets a new tone for the next chapter of Zucker's career. Of the meaning behind the song, Jeremy says, 'supercuts' are about the fear of complacenciation and ending where you start, which for me is a small town in suburban New Jersey. The idea of seeing your ex's mom at supercuts at the mall is really just the most sarcastic way to
describe that life, to me. Despite being a more upbeat record, there was a sarcastic tone and self-loathing behind my performance. It's quite fun. Listen to supercuts by Jeremy Zucker - HERE love is not dying has amassed more than 2 billion global streams to date and has received widespread praise. The album features lead singles not your friends and
always, I will care, as well as fan favorites someone loves u, orchids and lakehouse and his international breakout hit, comethru, which is now Platinum Certified with over 1.4 billion global streams and 270 million video views. With his first release since his debut album love is not dying, Jeremy Zucker is back and we love it. He's got a new song called
'supercuts,' and, well, we're very happy to hear it. We've got new music and we've finally got it, and of course, Jeremy didn't disappoint. Gif source: GIPHY She had this song for a while now before finally releasing it, and you know how happy we are that she did? It's a relaxed and relaxing song that's about a relationship destined to fail. The song is also very
fun because the lyrics are more realistic for the experience, such as not wanting to see your ex's mother. I actually wrote 'supercuts' about a year ago in Sweden with max martin's camp, so it was a song I had been sitting on for a while and waiting for the right time. 'supercuts' are about the fear of complacenity and ending where you start, which for me is a
small town on the outskirts of New Jersey. The idea of seeing your ex's mom at supercuts at the mall is really just the most sarcastic way to describe that life, to me. Despite being a more upbeat record, there was a sarcastic tone and self-loathing behind my performance. It's quite fun. Jeremy Zucker Video for 'supercuts' cool like a song, only Jeremy relaxes
on a boat while sailing on the water, with his hair and shirt blown off. But does he care? Nope. He just casually lay down and sang a song. Listen to 'supercuts' by Jeremy Zucker here, and watch the lyric video below! Do you like it? We did. So many music videos can be filled with and ideas but he became simple for this and we are very happy with And while
we're listening to Jeremy's new song, why not take a moment to listen to his debut album love not dying? It gets over 2 billion streams globally, so you can understand how good it is. Take a look here! Tell us what you think about 'supercuts' by Jeremy Zucker by commenting below or by tweeting @TheHoneyPOP! To Learn More About Jeremy
Zucker:FACEBOOK | INSTAGRAM | TWITTER | WEBSITE | YOUTUBE Featured image source: Stefan Kohli I think I'll be good now I'll have it all out We missed a beautiful route And oh well At least I never lie Still I'm always a bad guy So much to be nice Because I don't want to be someone who makes you happy Then disappoint you, We're both going to
feel ugly I'm going to hate your friends when this shit's over, all right And I don't want to make your mom cry at dinner and see her at the mall next winter at Supercuts, she hates my guts, all right But I don't need a hand to hold. , we're both going to feel ugly I'm going to hate your friends when this is over, all right and I don't want to make your mama cry at
dinner and see her at the mall next winter at Supercuts, he hates my guts, all right Find me immersed in this again Starting something we're just going to end up wondering if we're going to be better as friends But we won't 'Cause I don't want to be someone who makes you then glad we're both going to feel ugly I'm going to hate your friends when this ends,
all right And I don't want to make your mom cry at dinner and see her at the mall next winter in Supercuts, she hates my guts , all right, all right.
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